###### Key messages

-   In lung cancer, US guided FNA of SCLN is safe and easy standard test for definitive histopathological confirmation.

-   It is also a reliable test to obtain an adequate sample for accurate diagnostic and EGFR mutational analysis.

-   This 4-years diagnostic cohort study provides new evidence on the relevant potential of US guided FNA of SCLN in lung cancer molecular testing.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Fifteen to 30 per cent of patients with lung cancer will have supraclavicular lymphadenopathy (SCLN) and anterior cervical lymph nodes (LNs).[@R1] [@R2] Ultrasound (US)-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) cytology (FNAC) is known to be an effective diagnostic tool in small size supraclavicular or neck LNs as well as in impalpable positron emission tomography (PET)-detected nodes.[@R3] [@R4] The latest algorithm of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance published in April 2011 incorporates the use of US of the neck to obtain cytology ([figure 1](#BMJRESP2014000075F1){ref-type="fig"}B). It clearly indicates that clinicians should offer US of the neck with an intention to sample any visibly abnormal LNs or non-US-guided transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA) to patients with a high probability of mediastinal malignancy (LNs \>20 mm maximum short axis on CT.[@R5] It also states that US of the neck should be offered with biopsy of visible LNs to patients who have neck nodes detected by initial CT. If CT is negative, non-US-guided TBNA or endobronchial US (EBUS)-guided TBNA or endoscopic US-guided FNA is recommended.[@R5]

![(A) Cross-sectional (axial) sonographic image showing a 21-gauge fine-needle aspiration cytology needle introduced in a 12 mm supraclavicular lymph node (white arrow). (B) Adapted version of the updated 2011 diagnostic pathway published by the National Collaboration Centre for Cancer (NICE Clinical Guidelines, CG121 April 2011) emphasising on the sole role of neck nodes in reaching a diagnosis decision leading to treatment (curative or palliation). All rights reserved.[@R5]](bmjresp2014000075f01){#BMJRESP2014000075F1}

Testing for epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation, and other mutations, has now become an important step in the treatment decision pathway in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).[@R6] This is because there are now three EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors that are currently approved by NICE following Single Technology Appraisals.[@R7] Cytological samples have been shown to be adequate for EGFR mutational testing, although initially there was concern that the samples would be too small.[@R7] However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no confirmation that the US-guided FNA of the neck and SCN samples are adequate for EGFR mutation detection. Therefore, the objectives of this study are (1) to investigate the utility of US-guided SCL FNAC to provide adequate samples for EGFR testing from impalpable neck nodes and (2) to assess the diagnostic performance of SCL FNAC in suspected lung cancer compared with other gold standard and/or invasive investigations.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Review of records {#s2a}
-----------------

A retrospective analysis of a prospectively collated database was carried out on all patients referred to Nottingham University Hospitals, a tertiary referral centre in the UK, for US-guided SCLN FNA using the hospital electronic systems and covering the period between 31 October 2009 and 1 November 2013. Our electronic research records included a Computerised Radiology Information System (CRIS) used to report imaging and interventional procedures in conjunction with the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS), and cross-matched with patients' clinical notes and histological reports found on the Nottingham Information System (NotIS). Records were included in the analysis where the procedure was performed for patients with lung cancer who either had image-detected nodes (usually CT), or where there was bulky mediastinal lymphadenopathy. We identified a cohort of patients (n=306) with suspected lung cancer referred to our radiology department for a US of the neck examination with a view to obtaining an FNAC. Data recorded included the date of procedure, US findings, size and morphology of the LNs, and the need for further investigation. Pre-FNA CT reports were collated and analysed. Diagnostic accuracy results were expressed in sensitivity, specificity and likelihood ratios in compliance with the published guidelines and research checklist stated in the STARD initiative endorsed by the EQUATOR network.[@R11] For the purpose of reporting this study, US-guided SCLN FNA is considered the 'Index Test', and other methods used for obtaining core tissue biopsy are regarded in combination as the 'Reference Tests'.

FNAC procedure {#s2b}
--------------

All examinations and procedures were performed and/or supervised by a consultant chest radiologist. The procedure was first explained to the patient, then informed consent was obtained, and finally the WHO checklist was completed. Preferably, patients were lying supine with a small pillow under the shoulders to allow a degree of neck hyperextension; otherwise, in a few unfit patients, the erect position was adopted. The US examination of the neck was used to identify the most amenable SCL and/or neck LNs for sampling based on morphological assessment by the operating radiologist.

During the initial US assessment preceding potential FNAC sampling, a set of sonographic features was used to suggest a benign and abnormal appearance of SCL LNs. Those were predefined by the chest radiologist supervising and/or performing the procedure. For example, benign features of an SCL LN are demonstrated (1) if the nodes have preserved fatty hilum, (2) lentiform morphology, (3) defined margins and (4) no hazy or ill-defined surrounding fatty planes. Thus, nodal size enlargement is not always a rule. Also, a noticeable distortion of the normal hilar flow and/or the presence of a predominant compensatory capsular flow were suspicious features of disease involvement. In multiple/bilateral detection of SCL LNs, selection for FNAC can, to some degree, be governed by the safest approach and easiest direct access window without serious risks to the supraclavicular neurovascular structures.

Sterile technique was observed during the procedure and 2--5 millilitres of 1% lidocaine was used to anaesthetise the skin. A 21-gauge needle with capillary technique was used to obtain the FNA sample with at least two passes under US guidance ([figure 1](#BMJRESP2014000075F1){ref-type="fig"}A). The aspirated material contained within the needle or its hub would be immediately flushed and stored in a CytoRich Red (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA) bottle and sent to the histopathology department. Abnormal SCL LNs were defined by their atypical sonographic and morphological appearance as well as their size. Short-axis measurements of aspirated nodes and hilar blood Doppler flow were also reported.

EGFR mutation analysis {#s2c}
----------------------

In current practice, the most reported techniques to test for EGFR mutations are reliant on PCR.[@R7] [@R12] Three highly sensitive methods are referred to in literature which would either employ the Peptide Nucleic Acid---Locked Nucleic Acid PCR clamp, the Cycleave method and/or the PCR invader.[@R9] [@R13] All are capable of yielding DNA positional defects with a 1% ratio of cancer cells in a specimen.[@R14] However, quantification and qualitative analysis of extracted DNA samples in our cohort is beyond the remit of our report. In our institution laboratories, we use pyrosequencing, which is an assay based on nested PCR for the characterisation of these mutations on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tumour tissue (added advantage) as well as cytospins from FNAs. The yield of malignant cells on aspirated material is often variable. All samples were first analysed by specialist pulmonary pathologists to classify tumours according to the WHO classification. Where the diagnosis of adenocarcinoma was not possible on the initial stains, samples were spun down to make into a cell block. The latter was found more suitable for immunohistochemical analysis and EGFR testing, especially as it is more predictive of the percentage of malignant cells in paucicellular samples. DNA was extracted using the manufacturer\'s guidelines and subjected to nested PCR to achieve the required amplification (see [figure 2](#BMJRESP2014000075F2){ref-type="fig"}A--C for more details).

![(A--C) Electron microscopic images obtained from two different cases, (A) a cluster of large malignant cells with cytoplasmic mucin vacuoles consistent with metastatic adenocarcinoma (Pap stain, ×40 magnifications). (B) Large malignant cells with vesicular nuclei and prominent nucleoli consistent with metastatic non-small cell carcinoma (Pap stain, ×40 magnifications). (C) Thyroid transcription factor 1 (TTF1, ×20 magnification) immunostaining slide showing nuclear positivity confirming metastatic adenocarcinoma.](bmjresp2014000075f02){#BMJRESP2014000075F2}

Results {#s3}
=======

Three hundred and six patients (149 women, 157 men) were referred to the radiology department (median age of 68 years (range 35--95)) for US of the neck with a view to perform an FNA procedure if feasible during their US assessment. Out of those 306 patients, FNA was not performed in 26% (n=78) of patients either because US did not detect LNs (n=52) or due to a benign morphological appearance (n=26). In the remainder of patients (n=228) who underwent the procedure, the average size of sampled LNs was 12.9 mm in the short axis (range 3--45 mm). Ninety-two (41%) nodes measured less than 10 mm (subcentimetre) in their short axis. More than two-thirds (72%) of those subcentimetre nodes were positive ([figure 3](#BMJRESP2014000075F3){ref-type="fig"}A--B).

![(A) A pie chart demonstrating the size ranges of aspirated SCLN (total n=228). The large percentage (∼41%) of sampled LNs is smaller than 10 mm in the short axis (n=92). (B) A bar chart demonstrating the proportions of positive (specifically for lung cancer) and negative SCLN according to the aspirated LNs sizes. (C) A pie chart illustrating the distribution of diagnoses made using ultrasound-guided FNA of SCLN (WHO 2004). FNA, fine-needle aspiration; LN, lymph node; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; TB, tuberculosis; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; SCLN, supraclavicular and cervical lymphadenopathy.](bmjresp2014000075f03){#BMJRESP2014000075F3}

Cytological diagnosis was established in 75% of patients (n=171) based on SCL LNs FNA results without any further investigations required for treatment decisions. The remaining 25% (n=57) of cases also had further investigations (Reference Tests, described in [table 1](#BMJRESP2014000075TB1){ref-type="table"}); approximately 70% (n=40) of these cases were true positives and 9% (n=5) were true negatives ([table 2](#BMJRESP2014000075TB2){ref-type="table"}A). Diagnostic accuracy analysis showed a 77% sensitivity and 100% specificity of FNA results (all further tests were used as the reference standard), with a positive predictive value of 100% and negative predictive value of 30%. All index and reference tests results were accessible (unmasked) to either radiologists or pathologists; for more details on the individual reference tests (see [tables 1](#BMJRESP2014000075TB1){ref-type="table"}[](#BMJRESP2014000075TB2){ref-type="table"}--[3](#BMJRESP2014000075TB3){ref-type="table"}). A final flow chart showing the distribution of histopathological results from US-guided SCLN FNA (the index test) and other reference standard tests is included ([figure 4](#BMJRESP2014000075F4){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

List of further diagnostic investigations of lung cancer (n=57) undertaken in the cohort

  Further investigations (Reference Tests)      Number of patients (n=57)
  --------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
  Bronchial washings                            16
  SCL/mediastinal LN biopsy (non-US guided)     23
  Lung biopsy                                   8
  Pleural fluid cytology                        4
  Others (tongue, splenic, liver, rib biopsy)   6

LN, lymph node; US, ultrasound.

###### 

The 2×2 table for US-guided FNA SCLN results compared with lung cancer diagnosis made by all further investigations (Reference Tests), and with diagnosis made by the top 3 standard diagnostic reference tests (core LN biopsy, bronchial washings and lung biopsy)

                Lung cancer diagnosis by all further investigations (n=57)   Total                        
  ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------- ---------------- --- ----
  FNA results                                                                                             
   Positive     True positive                                                40      False positive   0   40
   Negative     False negative                                               12      True negative    5   17
  Total                                                                      52                       5   57

                Core LN biopsy (n=23)   Bronchial washings (n=16)   Lung biopsy (n=8)                         
  ------------- ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------- ---- --- ---- --- --- ---
  FNA results                                                                                                 
   Positive     18                      0                           18                  9    0   9    4   0   4
   Negative     4                       1                           5                   4    3   7    3   1   4
  Total         22                      1                           23                  13   3   16   7   1   8

FNA, fine-needle aspiration; LN, lymph node; SCLN, supraclavicular and cervical lymphadenopathy; US, ultrasound.

###### 

Diagnostic performance with 95% CI of US-guided FNA SCLN results compared with lung cancer diagnosis made by all other further investigations in the first row (Reference Tests) and compared with the top 3 standard diagnostic reference tests (core LN biopsy, bronchial washings and lung biopsy)

  US-guided FNA vs     Sensitivity % (95% CI)   Specificity % (95% CI)   PPV % (95% CI)      NPV % (95% CI)        PLR   NLR
  -------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------- --------------------- ----- -------------------
  All further tests    76.9 (63.2 to 87.5)      100 (47.9 to 100)        100 (91.1 to 100)   29.4 (10.4 to 55.9)   NA    0.23 (0.2 to 0.4)
  Core LN biopsy       81.2 (59.7 to 94.7)      100 (16.6 to 100)        100 (81.3 to 100)   20 (3.3 to 71.2)      NA    0.18 (0.1 to 0.5)
  Bronchial washings   69.2 (38.6 to 90.7)      100 (30.5 to 100)        100 (66.2 to 100)   42.9 (10.4 to 81.3)   NA    0.3 (0.1 to 0.7)
  Lung biopsy          57.1 (18.8 to 89.6)      100 (16.6 to 100)        100 (40.2 to 100)   25 (4.1 to 79.7)      NA    0.4 (0.2 to 1.0)

FNA, fine-needle aspiration; NA, not applicable; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; NPV, negative predictive value; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; PPV, positive predictive value; SCLN, supraclavicular and cervical lymphadenopathy; US, ultrasound.

![STARD initiative flow chart showing the distribution of US-guided SCLN FNA (Index Tests) overall diagnoses based on the total cohort of eligible patients and their subsets of abnormal results necessitating further 'Reference Tests'. FNA, fine-needle aspiration; TB, tuberculosis; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; SCLN, supraclavicular and cervical lymphadenopathy; US, ultrasound.](bmjresp2014000075f04){#BMJRESP2014000075F4}

The highest proportion of the histological types was adenocarcinoma (25%), followed by squamous cell carcinoma (16%) and small cell carcinoma (14%) ([figure 3](#BMJRESP2014000075F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Of 57 adenocarcinomas, 34 were tested for EGFR mutational analysis with 5 (∼15%) samples found insufficient for analysis. Subsequently, molecular analysis was confirmed on 29 (∼85%) patients, 4 of whom tested positive for EGFR mutation.

In those unsampled cases where FNAC was not performed due to the above, we have further also checked their follow-up to show the following (hard data evidence):

When 'No Cervical LN' was seen (n=52) {#s3a}
-------------------------------------

Further investigations showed: n=20, confirming lung cancer;n=2, confirming non lung cancer (TB+sarcoidosis);n=4, normal;n=26, no further tests.

When 'Benign-Appearing Nodes' were found (n=26) {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------------

Further investigations showed: n=4, confirming lung cancer;n=1, confirming non-lung cancer (non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma);n=4, benign/reactive;n=17, no further tests.

Those patients (n=20) with a subsequent diagnosis of lung cancer did not have nodes at the time of US-guided FNAC, and four had nodes that appeared benign. All non-sampled cases have been followed up for a minimum of 18 months, and none have developed malignancy.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

This retrospective study has reviewed the everyday performance of US FNA of SCLN samples in the diagnosis of lung cancer, as recommended by the 2011 update of the NICE guideline on the management of lung cancer. This study showed that these samples were adequate for the purpose of EGFR mutation testing in 85% of samples tested.

The presence of a chest radiologist at the multidisciplinary team (MDT) meetings would trigger the referral of cases with impalpable SCL LNs for FNAC sampling. According to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) lung cancer guidelines,[@R5] the MDT decision is essentially based on imaging findings (CT scan) showing a burden of mediastinal adenopathy (abnormal morphology with short-axis enlargement \>1 cm) with presence or suspicion of SCL LNs on CT scan. The above ensures that all patients with bulky mediastinal nodes will then undergo US of the neck (preferred strategy number 13). During the whole study period, the sonographic findings of normal neck nodes have always proceeded after imaging detection of bulky mediastinal adenopathy and not the other way round.

US of the neck±FNA is reported to have 99% specificity and 33--50% sensitivity in populations with intermediate to high prevalence of cancer, while there are no available reports on the accuracy in populations with a lower prevalence. Our experience and study findings are compatible with these reports as the prevalence of malignancy in our population was high.[@R1] [@R5]

Current NICE guidelines recommend ([figure 1](#BMJRESP2014000075F1){ref-type="fig"}B) referral for US of the neck ±biopsy where neck lympadenopathy is detected on CT or clinically, and where there are multiple bulky mediastinal nodes.[@R5] If the diagnostic accuracy that we have achieved can be replicated in other clinical services, this suggests that US neck might be routinely the first investigation rather than a choice of TBNA, which is more invasive. It is noted that the existing pathway recommended this choice on the basis of only a limited case series and expert opinion.[@R5] While this could also be classed as a limited case series, the findings of the present study add to the evidence for US of the neck as a preferred test, but ideally a multicentre study is needed to resolve the uncertainty. On a similar level of evidence (case series), the latest guidelines on lung cancer management from the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidance Network (SIGN 137) incorporates the test in the staging investigations of lung cancer.[@R4] [@R15] Specifically, it recommends US of the neck FNA for the pathological diagnosis and staging of NSCLC with metastatic SCL nodes detected by clinical assessment, CT or PET-CT.

The cost of US of the neck as an outpatient procedure is reported to be £53 per unit (£39--60 upper and lower quartiles).[@R5] This is approximately 32% of the average cost of TBNA and 1.7% the average cost of a mediastinoscopy inclusive of elective inpatient admission. Provided that the sensitivity seen in our study can be achieved, it is thus very likely that this procedure would be more cost-effective than TBNA and other more expensive procedures. It should also be noted that where samples might be insufficient, it is relatively easy to repeat US of the neck FNA compared with the other tests. Several studies have investigated the feasibility of EGFR analysis in cell block-based specimens from EBUS or Endoscopic Ultrasound (EUS) FNAs. A major recent study has compared cytological samples and tissue samples (approximately more than 47 000 samples) from three different laboratories/studies. The study has shown that more than one-third of these samples were cytological and frequently the only available samples suitable for EGFR mutation testing for many patients.[@R7]

In a systematic review of 30 studies, da Cunha Santos *et al*[@R18] have shown that EGFR mutation analysis can be reliably tested in NSCLC using several methods on cytological samples in addition to real-time PCR (eg, DNA sequencing or fluorescence in situ hybridisation). Another larger systematic review of 33 studies conducted by Ellison *et al*[@R6] has recently confirmed the suitability of cytological samples for testing EGFR status. A similar opinion has been proposed in another prospective review by Shim *et al*,[@R19] which represents the proposed guidelines from the Korean society of pathologists. Shim *et al* study recommends US of the neck cytology to be an established test for its rapid accrual of cancer cases in evaluating chemotherapy cycles or trial involvement.

With the increasing use of second-line and third-line systemic therapy, and the recognition that tumour biology may change during the course of the illness, there is an increasing need for further biopsy of tumours. This includes testing for acquired resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors.[@R20] [@R21] US of the neck offers a safe and effective method and is less distressing to patients.[@R22] Such observations and proposals are incentives to further dedicated prospective studies and trials required for test validation.[@R23] [@R24]

In this study, the authors acknowledge that the prevalence of LNs in bulky mediastinal lymphadenopathy was not fully investigated. This would require all patients with such findings to be tested with US neck. The study findings only report on the selected cases by the MDT rather than on all patients. We did not use Rapid On-site Evaluation (ROSE) to confirm the adequacy of samples, which is a potential limitation. As proven by previous studies, this could have improved overall sensitivity and potentially suggested whether samples were cellular enough for mutation testing.[@R23] [@R24] A further limitation is that we were unable to review sonographic images in a small proportion of cases (13%, n=30) due to unsaved or inaccessible images of the aspirated nodes.

The start of routine EGFR testing on all adenocarcinomas and non-small cell non-squamous lung cancer cytology samples did not take place until early 2013 at Nottingham University Hospitals' histopathology laboratories. The selection of cases prior to that was made by the oncologists on an individual basis. Therefore, a total of 23 FNAC samples obtained during the study period were not EGFR tested. Also, further analysis of the follow-up data on this subgroup showed that n=15 have died, and n=2 did not want any treatment. Neither of them had any further investigations to allow for EGFR testing. Also, the latest trend in histological techniques of molecular oncogenic testing (anaplastic lymphoma kinase-ALK or KRAS) has just been introduced gradually to lung cancer workup at our institution since early 2014. Thus, none of the SCLN FNAC samples underwent any of these new tests either.

With regard to the decision of further EGFR analysis, the histopathological practice at our institution recommends further molecular analysis only when the percentage of tumour cells is \>10% of the total cells present. Automatically, \<10% will not be considered for any further molecular testing due to its invalid or poor tumour DNA (this has been observed in 5/34 EGFR testing results). Only confirmed adenocarcinomas were sent for EGFR testing, rather than all non-squamous non-small cell carcinomas (current practice). This explains why all samples were not submitted for EGFR testing. Hence, it is not possible to comment on any variability in adequacy/rates of tumour burden between subgroups. No former knowledge of the exact tumour burden triggered the latter addition of the molecular testing requests; it was suggested following the weekly MDT discussions for the management of lung cancer.

The observed EGFR testing results (n=25 negative and n=4 positive) showed that these samples did contain adequate tumour DNA to allow their further analysis (indicative of \>10% tumour DNA yield). Interestingly, none of the FNAC (adenocarcinoma) samples subjected to EGFR testing showed an inadequate tumour burden precluding its molecular analysis.

In summary, we have shown that the diagnostic performance of US of the neck FNA, in our hands, is good enough to recommend this test as the favoured first option in suspected lung cancer with bulky mediastinal nodes. This would offer patients a less invasive test first, and providers of healthcare a more cost-effective approach. We have also shown that the samples obtained are adequate for EGFR testing in over 80% of samples tested. For all patients to benefit, it is important to ensure that clinical services can safely and appropriately achieve high diagnostic accuracy. In addition to the many investigations used in lung cancer management, US-guided FNAC of SCLN has a potential role as a relevant staging test from oncological and radiological perspectives. It provides basic reaffirmatory results for staging with interesting benefits (non-radiation imaging) and by being a parallel adjunct tool to other invasive investigations, particularly in the highest stages of the disease.
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